Carousel Event
March 5, 2019
St. David School
1. Title: Coding – The NEW language of creativity
Presenter: Jillian Ospina
This hands-on carousel will involve exploring the tools and equipment used to
introduce students to the basics of coding. This session will also include a discussion
on why coding is an important skill for students and how educators are using coding
to explore the link between creativity, problem solving and the development of math
skills.
2. Title: How to build resiliency in your child
Presenter: Sylvie Patenaud-Renaud (Public Health Sudbury & Districts)
In this session you will learn about building resiliency which includes information about
a new program called "Bounce Back and Thrive".
3. Title: Cyber Safety
Presenter: Detective Sergeant Blair Ramsey, Greater Sudbury Police Service
In this session you will learn strategies on how to keep your children safe in an online
environment.
4. Title: Vaping 101
Presenter: Brenna Eastick (Public Health Sudbury & Districts)
Come and learn about vaping.
5. Title: Special Education Services
Presenter: Christina Raso, Special Education Consultant
Participants will be given an overview of services and supports in Special Education
offered at Sudbury Catholic. Information on the IEP and pertinent links will also be
shared.
6. Title: Human Trafficking
Presenter: Nicole St-Jean, Sudbury & Area Victim Services
This carousel will focus on the issues surrounding human trafficking and how to protect
our youth.
7. Title: Indigenous Education
Presenter: Joel Agowissa, Indigenous Support Worker
In the session, participants will learn about the programs offered to students through the
White Buffalo Circles. Information on our Indigenous programs will be available.
8. Title: Coping with Anxiety
Presenter: Melissa Anderson, Mental Health Lead
Effective strategies for students and parents in coping and dealing with anxiety will be
shared. Information on school programming will also be available.
9. Title: Speech and Language Services
Presenters: Maxine Belanger, Speech and Language Pathologist and Catia Temelini,
Communicative Disorders Assistant

This carousel will provide an overview of speech and language services available at
Sudbury Catholic. Information for parents on how to help their children at home will also
be included.
10. Title: Supporting Students with Autism
Presenter: Sabrina Grossi, Social Worker
Participants will receive an overview of supports available to students and families with
autism. Pertinent information on ABA and other resources will also be shared.
11. Title: Supporting Mathematics learning
Presenter: Denise Filipovic, Curriculum Consultant
Math is everywhere, and you can help your children make connections between what
they are learning in school and everyday experiences at home and in the
community. Math games can be part of your regular day-to-day routine and they show
that math is fun. Come and find out how.
12. Title: The Leader in Me
Presenter: Stephanie Vandruenen, Laura Stirrett, Adrianna MacNeil and Mauro
Custinato
Based on the 7 Habits of Highly Effective People by Steven Covey, Holy Cross has been
a “Leader in Me” school for the past 5 years. Students and administrators will explain
the 7 Habits, how it works and will provide a practical guide for parents to use these
habits at home.

